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Article 31 

TEN YEARS LATER, KENYA STILL FAILING INTO WIDESPREAD 
SEXUAL VIOLENCE ON THE MARGIN OF ELECTIONS 

Gabriela BERNAL 

Angry protests have broken out in Thailand following the military junta’s decision to postpone 
democratic elections until next year. This is the third time the Thai military is postponing elections 
since taking power in a 2014 coup. Elections were supposed to take place in November 2018 but are 
now scheduled for early 2019, news which has resulted in renewed social unrest and protests.  

Hundreds of Thais took to the streets to demand free and fair elections, but the protests were soon 
dismantled by the military. Gatherings of five or more people are officially banned by the junta, so 
anyone taking part in such gatherings is subject to arrest. Such rules have led the United Nations to 
express its concern over what it calls a deteriorating rights situation in Thailand. [1] Since the junta’s 
decision, several activists have been charged and arrested because of their participation in pro-
democracy protests. [2] 

Activists warned they would hold another protest on February 10 if the junta didn’t reverse its 
decision. [3]And it didn’t. Around 400 Thais took to the streets of Bangkok on Saturday calling on the 
junta to give up its power and keep its promise to hold elections this year. [4] The march was one of 
the largest Thailand has seen in recent years, despite the junta’s threats of arrest and crackdown. This 
shows the lack of credibility the junta has in the eyes of many Thai people, mainly the result of recent 
corruption scandals and increasingly repressive actions against the public.  

But why exactly is the military in power in Thailand and why is there no democracy? To understand 
this, we have to look back at over a decade of Thai politics. In 2006, a coup removed then-Prime 
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra from power after large protests by opposition supporters. His two 
successors suffered the same fate. Then in 2011, after massive protests by pro-Thaksin supporters, 
which left nearly 100 dead and 2,000 injured, [5] a pro-Thaksin government was put back in place 
with his sister, Yingluck Shinawatra, as prime minister. But her time in office was overshadowed by 
protests caused by fears that her real goal was to return her brother to his former position. In 2014 
she was forced out of office and and the military junta has been in power ever since.  

[VIDEO] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU0SBsR3rIE 
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This power struggle between the Shinawatra supporters (red) and opposition supporters (yellow), is 
often labeled the red shirts vs yellow shirts struggle. [6] These struggles have consistently been 
characterized by large protests that often turned violent and have brought cities to a standstill. When 
they took power in 2014, the junta vowed to bring stability to Thailand and to stop the protests, 
which they saw as being the main reason for the chaos and division that was plaguing the nation at 
the time. That is why they decided to ban public gatherings consisting of more than five people. 
They have actually been quite successful at doing so and the streets of Thailand have been largely 
peaceful over the past three years.  

In fact, there are a large group of Thais who actually support having the junta in power. They see 
them as being a government which has brought much-needed stability and order to the country.[7] 
Many (mostly opposition supporters/yellow shirts) encouraged the 2014 coup and perceived the 
military officials as heroes. The yellow shirts claimed the Yingluck government was nothing more than 
a US puppet regime trying to destroy the Thai economy.[8] On its part, the military also tried gaining 
more support by organizing many events for the public that included music, dancing, comedy, free 
food, and other entertainment. [9] 

However, not everyone is content with the military government and are demanding a return to 
democracy. The junta has broken its promise to return the country to civilian rule several times since 
they took power. In fact, the most recent 2014 coup marked the military’s 19th attempt at gaining 
power since 1932 and the 12th successful coup. The Thai media suffered strong crackdowns, the 
military imposed curfews, the constitution was suspended, those who opposed the coup would be 
subject to arrest, borders with Laos and Cambodia were closed, and more than one hundred 
politicians and activists were banned from leaving the country. [10] 

The junta has acknowledged its aim to weaken political parties and maintain permanent influence 
over future elected governments, partly through a new constitution that came into effect last year 
which allows for an appointed prime minister. [7] This would mean that the current prime minister 
(the military general in charge of the 2014 coup) Prayuth Chan-ocha may be able to stay in power 
even after an election is held. [11] 

An increasing amount of Thai people are coming out to the streets to advocate for democracy. Many 
are tired of the rigid, often repressive, governing system set up by the junta and want a chance to 
elect those who run their country. Thailand has been largely peaceful the past three years; no large 
chaos, protests, violence, or massive unrest like before the 2014 coup.  

Nevertheless, the people seem ready for elections and for democracy to be restored again. [12] 
However, after having been in power for over three years, the junta will not go easily. It will take 
much more than a couple of hundred protesters on the streets. The Thai people have done it in the 
past and they can do it again; if they truly want a change in government then they will have to take 
massive, collective action and demand an elected and representative government be put in place. 
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